Oversized equipment deliveries and line marking - Northcote Street and Wattle Street tunnelling and civil sites, Haberfield

The existing M4 East Northcote Street tunnelling site (subject to Modification approval) and Wattle Street ramps in Haberfield are proposed to be used as tunnelling and civil sites for the M4-M5 Link Tunnels project from early 2019 to early 2023.

As part of the M4-M5 Link Tunnel site establishment work, delivery of oversized equipment will occur throughout tunnelling activities. Due to the size and shape of the equipment and materials the project is not permitted to transport them on the road network during the day. As such they can only be delivered into site at night.

Line marking will occur out of hours over two nights, weather permitting. The work will involve line marking and installing traffic signage along Wattle Street. A map showing the work location is provided overleaf.

What we’re doing

Due to the high volume of traffic during the daytime, this work must be conducted at night for the safety of pedestrians, motorists and workers. Work will be carried out between 8:00pm and 7.00am on Monday, 4 March and Tuesday, 5 March 2019. The work is expected to take two nights to complete, weather permitting.

This work will involve:

- Setting up traffic and pedestrian management controls
- Delivery of oversized equipment to and from Northcote Street site and Wattle Street sites
- Setting up a mobile crane within both the sites to assist with the assembly of the oversized equipment
- Closing two out of three traffic lanes (eastbound) on Wattle Street to place new line-marking
- Closing two traffic lanes (westbound) on Wattle Street to modify the exit line-marking
- Installing traffic signage along Wattle Street

If the work cannot be completed during this time, it will be rescheduled, and you will be notified.

When

Monday 4 March 2019 and Tuesday 5 March 2019 and Oversized deliveries will continue throughout tunnelling activities 2019-2023

Hours of operation

8:00pm – 7:00am

Where

Northcote and Wattle Street sites, Haberfield

For more information

Drop into the Community Information Centre at 201-205 Parramatta Road, Haberfield. Corner of Parramatta Road and Alt Street, Haberfield 9am to 5pm Monday to Friday (excluding public holidays)

We speak your language

Need an interpreter? Call the Translating and Interpreting Service on 131 450.
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Equipment required for this work includes, but is not limited to; line-marking vehicles, vacuum trucks, oversized trucks, a mobile crane, hand tools, water carts, lighting towers, trucks, traffic control and light vehicles.

**How this affects you**
This work is expected to generate some noise impacts on nearby residents and we are committed to minimising impacts by:

- Directing temporary lighting away from properties
- Consultation with directly impacted residents ahead of the work taking place
- Using non-tonal reversing beepers and instructing workers to keep noise to a minimum

If you have an enquiry or complaint about this work, please contact the M4-M5 Link Tunnels team on toll free 1800 660 248 or email info@m4-m5linktunnels.com.au

**Traffic changes**
Temporary changes to traffic and pedestrian routes around the work site will be required while the work is taking place. Two traffic lanes (eastbound and westbound) along Wattle Street, Haberfield will be shut down during these works. Traffic control and signage will be in place to assist motorists, pedestrians and cyclists through these changes.

**Location of upcoming night work**
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